In this paper we analyse the information content of the customer order flow seen by a leading European commercial bank's foreign exchange desk. We attempt to distinguish between three different explanations given in the literature for the positive contemporaneous correlation between exchange rate changes and net order flows. We discount the liquidity effect since otherwise equivalent order flows from different counterparties have different correlations with exchange rate changes. While it is harder to discount the feedback trading explanation we find evidence that a measure of the degree of informedness of customers widely used in the equity microstructure literature closely corresponds to the size of the correlation between order flow and exchange rate changes. We argue that customer order flows do contain information. 
A large body of literature beginning with Mark (1985) suggests that macroeconomic fundamentals (money supplies, prices and income levels) can explain exchange rate movements over horizons in excess of two years. Isolated papers claim that macroeconomic models can provide acceptable forecasting power over horizons as short as three-months (e.g. MacDonald and Marsh, 2004) . However, decades of academic research in the field of macroeconomic exchange rate behaviour has failed to provide a convincing explanation of short-term currency movements. The foreign exchange microstructure literature, inspired by Lyons (1995) , is still small but has something more positive to say about short-horizon exchange rate movements. The most promising results so far are that there is a positive correlation between spot exchange rate movements and order flows in the inter-dealer market (Evans and Lyons, 2002a) and between spot exchange rate movements and customer order flows (Fan and Lyons, 2003) .
The cause of these correlations is not clear. Three are often suggested, two of which are based on causation running from flows to exchange rates. First, there may be private information contained in customer order flow (and reflected in inter-dealer order flows) that is relevant for the valuation of a currency in a non-transitory way.
This information may be related to the payoffs from holding the currency (e.g. future interest rates) or to the discount rates that should be applied to future payoffs.
Portfolio balance effects are one explanation for persistent time-variation in discount rates that are closely related to order flows. A second explanation for the correlation is that there are transitory liquidity effects on exchange rates caused, for example, by inventory considerations in the pricing behaviour of foreign exchange dealers.
Dealers charge a temporary risk premium to absorb unwanted inventory that affects the exchange rate only for as long as the dealer community has to hold the unwanted inventory. Since risk sharing is rapid in the foreign exchange market, these liquidity effects on the exchange rate are likely to be transitory. The final explanation for the correlation reverses the causality and argues that changes in the exchange rate induce flows -so-called feedback trading. The positive correlation could be due to customers buying (selling) a currency that has just appreciated (depreciated).
This paper attempts to differentiate between explanations by considering evidence from a new daily data set of customer order flows covering almost two years, provided by a leading European commercial bank. Compared with data sets used so far it has several advantages. First, the data used in this paper are from six bilateral exchange rates between four currencies (euro, dollar, yen and pound) . This allows for a more comprehensive analysis of inter-currency information content than is usually performed since other customer order data sets are limited to one or two exchange rates. Second, the order flow data are broken down according to the nature of the customer, allowing us to test for different information content according to customer type. Third, the data give the value of the order flows rather than simply the number of buys and sells. In analysing customer orders, which are highly non-standard in value, unlike the inter-dealer market, this is an essential characteristic of the data.
Finally, the data give gross order flows (buy and sell) rather than simply net order flows (buys minus sells). This allows us to apply, for the first time in the foreign exchange market literature, an estimation procedure based on net and gross order flows that has proved useful in distinguishing between information content of trades in equity markets.
Our main results include the following. First, we confirm that order flows -in our case customer order flows -are associated with contemporaneous exchange rate movements at both the daily and weekly frequency. Second, and again consistent with previous research, we find that different components of the order flow have different correlations with exchange rate movements. In particular, order flows from non-financial corporate customers are negatively correlated with exchange rate changes, while flows from financial companies are positively correlated with exchange rate movements. This suggests that liquidity effects are not behind the correlation since if they were, otherwise equivalent order flow from different customer classes should impact the exchange rate equally. However, the negative correlation between exchange rates and non-financial corporate order flows is hard to justify in an information-related framework. Third, and as far as we know new to the literature, we show that information relevant to one exchange rate is contained in customer order flows observed for other exchange rates.
1 Finally we show that the correlation between exchange rate changes and customer order flow is itself highly 1 Evans and Lyons (2002c) report similar findings from a system of nine bilateral rates against the US dollar using direct inter-dealer order flows. Danielsson, Payne and Luo (2002) find cross-market effects using brokered inter-dealer flows.
positively correlated with the probability of information-based trading measure developed by Easley, Keifer and O'Hara (1996 , 1997a , 1997b . This, we argue, is further evidence that (financial) customer order flows contain information relevant for exchange rate determination.
The rest of the paper is arranged as follows. Section 1 surveys the existing research in foreign exchange microstructure with an emphasis on the role of customer orders flows. Section 2 contains a discussion of the data set. Since the data is highly confidential this is rather short. Section 3 presents the results of a series of regressions of changes in exchange rates on customer order flow data and section 4
estimates the probability of information-based trading model. Section 5 shows the degree of consistency between the key results of the previous two sections, and section 6 concludes.
Customer order flows and exchange rate movements
Inter-dealer order flow has been the empirical focus of the foreign exchange microstructure literature, primarily because of a lack of data on customer order flows.
Inter-dealer order flow data, either from direct inter-dealer trading platforms (Evans and Lyons, 2002a) or the broker platforms (Payne, 2003) , have been shown to be highly correlated with changes in spot exchange rates. Coefficients of determination in excess of 0.6 from a regression of spot rate changes on daily signed order flow have spurred interest in microstructure, especially given the awful performance of macro approaches to exchange rates.
However, it is a stylised fact that foreign exchange dealers open and close their trading day with zero inventory positions (Lyons, 1998; Bjønnes and Rime, 2003 successfully target a zero inventory position, then, by definition, the sum of all signed customer order flow must also be zero. However, the sum of all signed inter-dealer order flow will usually be non-zero. Inter-dealer order flows magnify the initial customer order depending on how many times the order is passed on and how much leakage to customers occurs in the process. 3 But the whole process is initiated by customer orders, and ended by customer orders (taking, in aggregate, the opposite side of the initial customer order).
Aggregated over a trading day, total signed customer orders should be zero, at least as an approximation. 4 Therefore, daily customer order flow from a representative bank should be only randomly different from zero and uncorrelated with exchange rate changes. However, individual banks may not be representative of the market as a whole. Fan and Lyons (2003) argue that some banks may have disproportionately
high shares of what they call "high-impact" customers. They find support for this alternative since cumulative customer order flow from Citibank is highly correlated with exchange rate movements. One explanation of the higher than average impact of Citibank customers could be that they are, on average, better informed. The transactions of Citibank's customers partially reveal this information to Citibank's dealers, and the subsequent actions of Citibank's dealers (be that price shading to attract other customer orders or transactions in the inter-dealer market) partly reveal Citibank's information advantage. The market slowly learns from customer and interdealer transactions and the information is impounded in the spot price. This informational interpretation lies at the heart of much work on order flow.
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However, alternative interpretations exist. First, customers that quickly buy a currency they have just observed appreciate would lead to positive correlation between the exchange rate and net order flows at the daily frequency. The information approach assumes the observed correlation is due to causality from trades to exchange rates, but positive feedback trading reverses the direction of causality (Danielsson and Love, 2004) . 6 Intraday data on foreign exchange order flow suggests that, if anything, there is negative feedback in the inter-dealer market (Evans and Lyons, 2002b ) but to our knowledge there has been no work done on feedback trading in customer flows.
Second, Evans and Lyons (2002a) suggest that risk-averse dealers need to be compensated for absorbing customer order flows by a shift in the exchange rate. In this case, causation running from order flow to the exchange rate leads to the positive correlation but it has nothing to do with information content and is instead due to illiquidity in the market. Breedon and Vitale (2004) model this formally and present evidence, based unfortunately on brokered inter-dealer flows, suggesting that inventory effects account for almost all of the effect of order flow.
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Analyses of customer order flows are rare, primarily because banks are understandably reluctant to divulge such sensitive information. Lyon's work noted 5 Foreign exchange dealers themselves also believe that access to a large customer base conveys a competitive advantage (Cheung, Chinn and Marsh, 2000) .
above is based on data from Citibank, perhaps the most active bank in the foreign exchange market. Bjønnes and Rime (2001) However, these papers do not explicitly differentiate between the alternative explanations for the link between order flows and currency movements. The aim of this paper is to explore further the nature and cause of the relationship between customer order flow and exchange rate changes. Our findings should be considered alongside the complementary ones in Evans and Lyons (2004) . Using the Citibank data mentioned above, they show that flows have forecasting power for future macro fundamentals and future spot rates, and that spot rates only slowly impound the information in flows. Evans and Lyons interpret these results as suggesting that flows are part of the process by which low frequency, fundamental information about exchange rates is incorporated into the price.
Data description
The data used in this paper come from the Royal Bank of Scotland (RBS). RBS is among the top ten global foreign exchange banks and is probably number one in the pound sterling markets. Customer order flow data are obviously highly confidential and so the data description provided here is necessarily less detailed than usual.
However, we hope that readers still get a feel for the nature of the flows across this bank's foreign exchange desks. In this paper we use customer order flow data for four currencies: US dollar, euro, Japanese yen and British pound. This implies a set of six bilateral exchange rates and we have order flow figures for each of these. We use this group of currencies because they are among the most heavily traded currencies according to the BIS tri-annual surveys of foreign exchange market activity, and because they are the only set of currencies in our data for which the full set of bilateral exchange rates are traded. We will make use of this mini-system of exchange rates below. Net order flows are very volatile and in many exchange rate-counterparty classification combinations the standard deviation is greater than the mean absolute net flow. As an illustration, the maximum absolute net order flows from leveraged and unleveraged financials in the pound-yen market were both more than one hundred times the mean flows.
The normalisation (deliberately) masks the relative sizes of the six exchange rate markets, but we can give a ranking based on average daily absolute net order flows in the sample period. The euro-dollar market typically exhibits the largest net order flow, followed by dollar-yen and pound-dollar. Euro-pound, euro-yen and pound-yen cross rates typically see smaller average absolute net order flows. Table 2 shows that total customer buy and sell order flows are significantly positively autocorrelated for the most frequently traded exchange rates. The other financial institutions (and sometimes non-financial corporate) components of the flows appear to drive this autocorrelation. Leveraged and unleveraged financial institution buy and sell orders are usually less serially correlated. Despite this predictability of gross flows, net order flows are typically not autocorrelated and cumulated net order flows follow random walks. Table 3 shows that flows from different counterparty classifications typically are not highly correlated. However, flows from other financial institutions are sometimes very negatively correlated with flows from other customer classifications, particularly in the smaller pound-yen market.
Regression results
Much of the impetus behind the growth in microstructure research in foreign exchange comes from the simple but controversial correlation between order flow in a given period and the change in the exchange rate over the same period. Finding such a correlation is encouraging because researchers have failed to come up with any other variables that are reliably correlated with short-term exchange rate movements.
Finding such a correlation is controversial because it is still not clear whether order flows cause exchange rate changes or vice versa. Researchers sceptical of the microstructural approach to exchange rates worry about the effect of positive feedback trading. Even if the causation is from flows to the exchange rate, it is not straightforward to decide whether this is due to the liquidity or informational effects of order flow. The liquidity effect arises because excess customer demand for a currency would only be supplied by dealers if they were compensated by a shift in the exchange rate. We hope to shed some light on these issues.
Total order flow and exchange rate changes
As discussed in section 1, there are few customer order flow data sets available for academic research. Ours covers a longer period than most (almost two years) and includes more exchange rate pairs than other data sets. The first step is to establish that there is a correlation between flows and exchange rates in our data set using the following simple regression:
The dependent variable is the change in the log of the spot exchange rate and the single independent variable is the total customer order flow (value of customer buysvalue of customer sells). A positive β 1 coefficient would suggest that positive order flow into a currency (net buying pressure) is associated with an appreciation of the currency. An intercept term is included but not reported. Its exclusion does not materially affect any of our findings. Table 4 reports the results of OLS estimation of equation (1) at one-day and one-week horizons for each of our six exchange rates. For the weekly horizon we employ overlapping windows to maximise the amount of information available, and correct the standard errors for the induced serial correlation. At both the daily and weekly frequency we use heteroscedasticity robust standard errors.
Most estimated β 1 coefficients are positive, but only two are significant at the daily frequency and R 2 values are essentially zero. The weekly horizon provides slightly more encouragement, with significant coefficients for three of the six exchange rates and R 2 values as high as sixteen percent. However, the three insignificant coefficients are all negative, and these include the large and liquid euro-dollar and pound-dollar markets. Reversing the direction of the regression (i.e. regressing flows on exchange rate changes) does not alter the significance or sign of any of the coefficients, highlighting the problem of inferring causality from this relationship.
Disaggregated order flow and exchange rate changes
Estimating regression equation (1) This constraint is relaxed in Table 5 where exchange rate changes are regressed on disaggregated net order flows.
. The coefficients are also economically significant. In the euro-dollar market, for example, a net flow of €1bn into the euro from leveraged financial institutions is associated with a 1.49% rise in the value of the euro over one day, and 1.86% over a week. A similar net flow from non-financial corporates is associated with a fall in the value of the euro of 0.68% over one day (and 0.93% over a week). These numbers are broadly comparable with those found for Citibank's customers. Lyons (2001) reports that a €1bn net flow from leveraged funds [non-financial corporates] is associated with a 0.6% appreciation [0.2% depreciation] of the euro over a month.
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Flows in other markets have much higher coefficients. A net flow of €1 billion from leveraged financials in the euro-yen market, for example, would see the euro some four percent higher (although this is only a marginally statistically significant effect).
There is some association between the magnitude of the coefficients and the liquidity of each market. Coefficients are relatively small in the very liquid euro-dollar and dollar-yen markets, and are relatively large in the smaller euro-yen and pound-yen cross-rate markets. This could be seen as supporting the liquidity explanation for the correlations.
However, the heterogeneity and broadly systematic pattern of the coefficients suggests that there is some information content in customer order flows. We acknowledge that our findings could also be because the nature and degree of feedback trading differs across participants. In particular, perhaps the most appealing explanation of the robustly negative coefficient on corporate customer order flows is that they follow negative feedback rules (i.e. corporates buy the currency that has just depreciated). Dealers and foreign exchange salespeople have suggested to us that corporates often use advantageous short-term exchange rate changes to exchange money for non-speculative reasons (e.g. repatriation of funds). In order to explain the significantly positive coefficients on profit maximising financial institutions' order flows using the feedback explanation, these institutions would have to be following positive feedback trading rules, buying appreciating currencies. This is not totally implausible since many leveraged funds are known to follow momentum-trading strategies.
We address this issue in a simple way by regressing daily disaggegated order flows on lagged exchange rate changes, reporting the results in Table 6 . 12 Four out of six coefficients are significantly negative for corporate flows, suggesting that this group of customers responds to prior exchange rate changes in a way consistent with 11 There is one caveat to this assertion. Leveraged funds move large amounts of money and are likely to split their deals between banks. Thus the order flow from leveraged funds observed by our bank is also observed by other banks simultaneously. Deals from other customers are likely to be smaller and/or are unlikely to be split across banks. This could account for the higher coefficient on leveraged flows. However, it cannot reconcile the negative coefficient on corporate flows.
negative feedback. There is also evidence supportive of feedback trading for the other customer classes. However, the evidence is either infrequent (lagged exchange rate changes only seem to affect unleveraged order flows in the dollar-yen market) or mixed (both leveraged and other financials follow positive feedback trading for some currencies but negative for others). These findings do not rule out positive feedback trading by financials within the day, but they are more strongly suggestive of negative feedback trading by corporate customers.
Cross-market flow effects
Regressions in the form of equation (2) again impose untested restrictions on the nature of the information contained in customer order flows. As specified, they only allow order flow in a particular exchange rate market to affect that exchange rate.
The dispersed information model of Evans and Lyons (2002c) suggests that information relevant to the value of a currency may be in the hands of a customer. By trading in a particular exchange rate market this information is revealed and affects other exchange rates. For example, a customer may have value-relevant information regarding the euro. By trading euro-dollar, this information is partly revealed, directly to the euro-dollar market and indirectly to the 'related' euro-pound and euro-yen markets. 13 To the extent that this same information is value-relevant to non-euro currencies we might also expect seemingly 'unrelated' exchange rates such as poundyen to react to the order flow.
In this framework, a single exchange rate could be expected to react not only to (disaggregated) flows in its own market, but also to flows in all other exchange rate markets whether related or not. This leads to the regression equation (3), shown here with the change in the euro-dollar exchange rate as dependent variable: The first line of equation (3) allows changes in the euro-dollar rate to be related to flows in the euro-dollar market (such that this component of the regression is equivalent to equation (2)). The second line allows the euro-dollar rate to be related to flows in the four related markets (other dollar bilateral rates and other euro bilateral rates) while the third line allows flows in the unrelated pound-yen market to matter.
Tests of this less restrictive model of the importance of order flow are reported in Table 7 . At the daily frequency, all six exchange rates react to 'own' and 'related' order flows. The euro-dollar rate even reacts to flows in the 'unrelated' pound-yen market. At a weekly frequency, five out of six exchange rates are influenced by their own order flows at the five-percent significance level (the remaining euro-pound rate is significant at the 8% level), and all six are influenced by related order flows. Five are even influenced by order flows in the unrelated exchange rate -euro-dollar (again), pound-yen and dollar-yen react to unrelated flows at high significance levels, and euro-pound and pound-dollar at more marginal ones.
While not conclusive, this again suggests that liquidity effects are not the main cause of the correlation between flows and exchange rate changes. Dealers have told us that large, experienced teams of dealers do not typically manage exposures on a portfolio basis but instead do so exchange rate by exchange rate.
14 The management of the flows faced by the euro-pound dealer does not typically influence the riskmanagement actions of the euro-dollar trader. However, communication across the dealing desk is such that information about flows in other exchange rates is exchanged and, according to Table 6 , is related to exchange rate movements.
Probability of informed trading
Results so far suggest that the high contemporaneous correlation between order flows and exchange rate changes may be due to information asymmetries. However, we acknowledge that since the simple regressions are reduced form, firm conclusions are impossible and that, in particular, feedback trading could still be at the root of the correlations. In this section we look more closely at the nature of the order flows using a method now widely accepted in the equity market microstructure literature, which purports to determine the probability of information-based trading (PIN).
While very simple, this measure has been shown to explain a number of informationbased regularities in equity markets. 15 For example, Easley, Kiefer, O'Hara and Paperman (1996) show that low-volume stocks face higher probabilities of informed trading and that this can explain the higher spreads charged on such stocks. More recently, Easley, Hvidkjaer and O'Hara (2002) show that equities with greater private information command a risk premium. A ten-percent increase in PIN is associated with an increase in annual expected returns of 2.5%. To our knowledge, ours is the first paper to apply the PIN model to exchange rates.
The probability of information-based trading model
The PIN model was developed by , 1997a , 1997b .
They demonstrate how a simple structural model can provide specific estimates of the risk of information-based trading in an asset. The model is based on the trading game played by a market-maker and customers, repeated over independent and identically distributed trading intervals i = 1,…, I. At the start of each trading interval nature decides whether there is new information available. New information is available with probability α. This new information is a signal regarding the underlying asset value, and can be good news for the asset, suggesting a high price, or bad news, suggesting a low price. Conditional on new information occurring, good news 15 It is not universally accepted that the PIN model is capturing customer informedness as intended.
Aktas, de Bodt, Declerck and Van Oppens (2003) find counter-intuitive results when using PIN around merger announcements, although they apply the model in a limit-order book environment (the Paris bourse) rather than the market-maker setting that the original theory assumes.
happens with probability (1-δ) and bad news with probability δ. Customers arrive according to Poisson processes throughout the trading interval and the market maker sets buy and sell prices at each point in time and executes orders as they arrive. Some customers are able to observe the new information, and are termed informed.
Informed customers arrive at a rate µ (in information periods) and buy if they have observed good news and sell if they have observed bad news. Other customers and, crucially, the market maker are not able to observe the new information. Uninformed customers arrive and buy at rate ε b and arrive and sell at rate ε s . For simplicity we assume these two rates are equal to ε. If an order arrives at time t, the market maker observes the trade and uses this information to update his beliefs about the underlying value of the asset, setting new prices accordingly. , the probability of observing B buys and S sells is given by Because of the assumption of identically-distributed and independent trading intervals, the likelihood function is the product of this probability density over trading intervals.
The model allows the econometrician to apply maximum likelihood techniques to observed count data on the number of buys and sells to make inference about the division of trade between informed and uninformed customers. Because of the daily frequency of our data we are forced to assume the trading interval corresponds to a single day. While we recognise that this is less than ideal, we note that this approach has proved successful using daily data on equities where it seems equally implausible that there is at most a single information event each day. The model is usually estimated using the number rather than the value of buy and sell transactions.
Unfortunately, neither the number of transactions nor the values of individual transactions are available to us. We make the simple assumption that each transaction is for one million units (euros, pounds or dollars depending on the exchange rate being considered) and transform our daily value series into daily counts of transactions.
PIN estimation results
The results of estimating the PIN model for each exchange rate and customer type are presented in Table 8 . Since the estimates of µ and ε would reveal the gross trading volume of the bank providing the flow data we do not report the specific coefficient estimates. Instead, where convergence of the maximum likelihood algorithm is possible, we report the probability of informed trading, PIN: The first value in Table 8 suggests that if the first trade in the daily trading interval is by a corporate customer, the bank's euro-dollar market maker should expect the probability that the customer is informed to be 21%. If that first trade is by an unleveraged financial institution then the market maker should assume a probability in excess of 36%.
Significantly, a clear pattern emerges from the PINs estimated for customer groups.
For every exchange rate, the PIN estimated for corporate customers is less than that for leveraged and unleveraged financial institutions. 18 In four out of six cases, the probability of informed trading by leveraged financial institutions is greater than that of the unleveraged financial institutions.
The PIN is determined by the value of αµ relative to 2ε, that is the arrival rate of informed trades relative to uninformed trades. Other things equal, PIN will be high for a customer class if information events happen frequently (α is high), informed traders arrive frequently (µ is high), or uninformed traders arrive infrequently (ε is low). Which of these terms lead the PINs for financial institutions to be so much higher than the PINs of corporates?
In most cases we find that the estimate of α is higher for financials than for corporates. 19 In the euro-pound market, for example, financial customers observe an information event with probability 0.2, compared to 0.04 for corporates. This suggests that private information is playing a part. Financial customers appear to be looking at a wider information set (or looking closer at the same information set) and as a result observe price-relevant signals more often.
18 PINs for other financial institutions are typically relatively small. In two cases convergence was impossible because of occasional extremely high numbers of trades compared to normal levels. Easley, Hvidkjaer and O'Hara (2004) discuss in more detail some problems encountered when estimating
PINs.
The ratio of µ to 2ε gives the arrival rate of informed customers relative to uninformed customers conditional on an information event having occurred. This ratio is higher for financial customers than corporate customers for every exchange rate except euro-yen. So, for example, even if informed corporate clients in the eurodollar market have observed an information event (which happens 26.3% of the time), their trades are not much in excess of the trades of uninformed corporates since the ratio of µ to 2ε is 1.02. The ratio for unleveraged institutions is in excess of 1.76 (and informed leveraged customers observe signals almost 33% of the time).
It appears, therefore, that both the higher relative arrival rate of informed to uninformed customers and the greater probability that they have observed a signal contribute to the higher PIN for financial customers. impact (in using this term we assume causation runs from flows to rates). We argue that this pattern reflects the different private information contained in order flows from different customer groups. These different price impacts across customer classifications are not supportive of the idea that the price impact of net order flow is due to liquidity effects. Section 3.3 suggests that order flows in one exchange rate market can affect the spot rate in another market (although the two markets will typically share a currency). This is again not supportive of the liquidity effect explanation. However, we still cannot rule out feedback trading as the root cause of the correlation between flows and exchange rate.
20 Hasbrouck (2004) shows that the PIN estimate is driven by the product of α and µ and that it may be difficult to separate these two terms empirically -the same value of PIN can be generated by a low α and high µ, or a high α and low µ. However, the variation across categories suggests that both the α and µ terms are higher for financial customers than for corporates.
Section 4 suggests that different customer classifications have different probabilities of being informed. These estimates are based solely on order flow data and do not utilise the relevant exchange rates. As a final test of the hypothesis that order flow impacts the exchange rate because of private information, we now examine the consistency of the results of sections 3 and 4.
The correlation between the PIN of the 22 exchange rate-customer classification combinations given in Table 7 and the coefficients from the daily regressions reported in Table 5 is 0.69. Using the coefficients from the weekly regressions raises this marginally to 0.71. 21 There is a strongly positive relationship between the estimated probability of order flows being information-related, and the nature of the link between these flows and the exchange rate. 22 This is our final piece of evidence that customer order flows appear to contain information relevant to exchange rate pricing.
Conclusions
There is little evidence that standard macroeconomic model of exchange rates have anything to say about high frequency movements beyond the impact of news announcements. There is a growing literature that suggests the microstructure approach has something more positive to contribute. Foremost in this literature is the strong contemporaneous correlation between order flows and exchange rate changes.
Alternative explanations for this exist. The three most common are that participants in the market may follow high frequency feedback trading rules, that risk-averse dealers may need to be compensated for holding unwanted inventory (the liquidity effect), or that order flows may contain price-relevant information. This paper uses a new database of daily customer order flows from a large commercial bank to differentiate between these explanations. 21 Recognising that some of the exchange rates analysed are more liquid than others (and so the link between flows and exchange rates is likely to differ across markets) we also estimate the correlations for each exchange rate. Every correlation is positive, ranging from 0.37 (dollar-yen, weekly) to 0.99 (pound-yen, weekly). The average correlation is 0.72.
One of the main advantages of this database is that it classifies order flows according to the nature of the customer. This allows us to confirm the findings of Lyons (2001) that order flows from different customer types have different correlations with exchange rate changes. Flows from profit-seeking financial institutions are positively correlated, while flows from non-financial corporates are typically negatively correlated. The trading motivation for the final customer category -"other financial institutions" -is not clear and results for this group are mixed. A second advantage of the data is that they cover several exchange rate pairs. We examine a mini-system of six rates and find that flows in one exchange rate pair are usually associated with changes in other exchange rates. Together, these two pieces of evidence lead us to rule out the liquidity explanation. Foreign exchange dealers do not typically manage inventories on a portfolio basis (so flows in another exchange rate market should not matter) and if they demand a risk premium for unwanted inventory they should demand a similar risk premium no matter where the inventory comes from.
A final advantage of the data is that we have gross flows (the value of buy orders and sell orders) rather than just net flows (buys minus sells). This allows us to estimate Finally, we show that the nature of the order flow-exchange rate change correlation is itself very positively correlated with the estimated probability of the order flow being from an informed source. We conclude from this that order flow from profit maximising financial institutions -leveraged and unleveraged financials -does indeed contain price relevant information and that this explains the positive correlation between their order flows and exchange rate changes. We are left with the puzzling negative correlation between non-financial corporate order flows and exchange rates. We think that the most plausible explanation for this is that corporates follow negative feedback trading strategies and provide some evidence that corporate flows respond to lagged exchange rate movements.
Table 1
This table presents descriptive statistics for absolute values of net order flows (buys minus sells) for each bilateral currency pair. Details are given for total flows and for the four categories of customer described in the text. To mask the value of RBS's order flows we normalise the mean total order flow to equal unity for each currency pair. Thus, the mean corporate customer absolute net order flow is 0.556 times the total absolute net order flow for the euro-dollar market. Table 2 This Table 3 This Table 4 This table reports the results of OLS regressions of the form: .
The dependent variable is the log change in the relevant spot exchange rate over the relevant interval, and the explanatory variable is the total net customer order flow in that exchange rate market during the same interval. The top half of the table reports the one-day interval results. The bottom half uses overlapping five-day intervals with standard errors corrected for the induced serial correlation in the residual. The standard errors for both regressions are robust to heteroscedasticity. Bold p-values denote coefficients significant at the five-percent level. Table 5 This Table 6 This Table 7 This table reports p-values associated with exclusion restrictions on OLS regressions of the form:
( ) Table 8 This 
Figure 1
This figure presents a stylised passage of order flow through the interbank network. The widths of the arrows denote the size of the order, and the directions of the arrows denote the direction of order flow. Total customer volume: + €5m + €1m + €2m + €2m = €10m
Total customer order flow: -€5m + €1m + €2m + €2m = €0m
Total inter-dealer volume: + €4m + €4m + €4m + €2m + €2m + €2m = €18m
Total inter-dealer order flow: -€4m -€4m -€4m -€2m -€2m -€2m = -€18m Dealer A's customer volume: + €5m + €1m = €6m Dealer A's customer order flow: -€5m + €1m = -€4m
